
▼DISTANCE 75 MILES 

▼MOORLAND 

▼PLACES OF INTEREST

BREATHTAKING SCENERY, 

CASTLE, GROUSE MOORS, 

WATERFALLS,  

▼RATING ★★★★★

PART 10
GOD’S OWN COUNTRY

The United 
Kingdom has 
some fantastic 
roads. Many are 
magnificent 
greenlanes 

allowing us to get 
away from regular 

traffic, or even reach 
some of the country’s 

wild places. Others are joyous 
tarmac ribbons that snake 
over hills and across moors. 

In this series we’ve joined the 
best together to form the LRO 

Adventure Trail – a 3800-
mile family-friendly route 
around the UK that offers 
the best driving and 

interesting places to 
visit. Wherever you 

live, there’s a section 
of LRO Adventure 
Trail near to you. 

Give it a try.
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The pandemic put paid to a planned North African adventure, 
but the glorious greenlanes and epic scenery of the Yorkshire 
Dales makes a brilliant alternative for John Pearson
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ou don’t expect to see camels in Yorkshire, yet we’re just 

three or four miles along the A66 and we spot several 

in a field alongside Mainsgill farm shop. The thing is, if 

it weren’t for a pandemic and the added complication 

of no ferries running between southern Spain and 

Morocco, my travelling companion Russ Dykes of 

ARDventures and I would have been in Morocco and 

Western Sahara. Where there are plenty of camels. 

Instead, like many other thwarted overland travellers, 

we’re doing a UK adventure.

And despite the disappointment of not going to 

North Africa, we’re really looking forward to driving this leg of the 

LRO Adventure Trail. We’re heading into the fabulous Yorkshire Dales, 

where we’ll be driving some of the region’s most iconic greenlanes, 

which will take us through some breathtaking, wild terrain. 

After meeting Russ at Scotch Corner services, we head along the A66, 

before turning south towards the village of Newsham, and then on to 

increasingly narrow roads across Holgate Moor. The scenery is already 

magnificent as we descend towards the remote Helwith Tea Garden 

farmhouse that’s located right at the start of our first greenlane.

Y
It’s lunchtime and we can’t miss the opportunity to enjoy a bacon bap 

and scones with cream and jam. All of it’s home-made by owner Jenny 

Thirsk, and the bacon is home-cured. Washed down by Yorkshire tea, 

of course. It’s a lovely step back in time, and I can picture TV vet James 

Herriot in All Creatures Great and Small chugging down the hill here to 

tend to a breech birth on a sheep then stopping for a cuppa afterwards.

Steep climb – and a steep drop 
There’s barely a cloud in the sky as we cross the shallow but rocky ford 

across Shaw Beck, while the farm’s flock of white Saanen goats nibble 

away at grass by the water’s edge. These are kept for their milk – which 

is used to produce cheese, cream, butter and yoghurt for the cafe. The 

ford exit is rocky, but the track itself is fairly smooth as we climb steeply 

to Skelton Moor, the steeply plunging Telfit Bank to our left.

Russ has borrowed a well kitted-out Discovery 2 from friend Richard 

Canterbury of RCM 4x4 in York. I won’t say too much about it because 

we plan to do a full story on it in a coming issue, but it’s very capable. 

I’m in my ex G4 Challenge Defender 110, which regular readers will 

know was fitted with an Alu-Cab pop-top camper roof conversion last 

year. More recently, I had a Terrafirma E Locker installed (see page 94).

The scenery is magnificent as 
we descend towards the remote 
Helwith Tea Garden farmhouse

Smelting chimney on 
climb to Marrick Moor 
Grid ref: NZ 046021
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A sturdy bull is blocking the gateway at the top of the hill, but he 

seems amiable enough and moves aside for us to pass through. From 

here the track descends steeply towards Marske, and is more bumpy.

We loop back around in an anti-clockwise direction to the crossroads 

on Holgate Moor we came over earlier. This time, however, we take the 

road down to Holgate, and the next greenlane. This unclassified county 

road (UCR) is loose and rocky as it snakes its way down the bracken-

covered hillside to the ford through Moresdale Gill. I shift the Defender 

into first gear, low range and trickle gently down, taking a wide sweep 

at the tightest of the hairpin bends.

Turning right after the ford, we climb the rocky track up to an even 

tighter hairpin. Restricted by the 110’s poor turning circle I have to do 

a five-point turn; and as I exit the hairpin my nearside rear wheel starts 

to slip on an angled rock. Although it may have found grip anyway, I’m 

keen to test the E Locker in anger – because I can. It does the job well, as 

you’d expect: both wheels grip nicely as I tackle the steep climb out. 

Into Scott Trial country
Just after the hamlet of Washfold we turn left on to the next UCR, 

which climbs past disused lead mine workings. This is a place of 

homage for me because it’s across this moorland area where the Scott 

Trial for motorcycles is run. With a history stretching back to 1914, the 

prestigious event has been won by all the sport’s star names, including 

1975 world champion, the late Martin Lampkin, whom I used to work 

with back in my Dirt Bike Rider magazine days. Unique in major trials, it’s 

a fast and furious time and observation event. Riders are scored not only 

on observation (which is the norm in trials) over the 76 rocky sections, 

but they lose penalties for every second they finish behind the time of 

the fastest rider over the 84-mile course. My son Jonathan competed in 

it for a number of years when he did the national trials circuit, with me 

on support vehicle duties, so I have fond memories of the area.

Today, we’re going a lot slower on the crushed stone track than Scott 

Trial riders. It climbs gradually through heather-carpeted moorland up 

to a narrow gateway through a drystone wall. Passing through here is 

like reaching the end of the earth. The hillside drops away dramatically 

at Fremlington Edge but, as we get closer, the dramatic scenery of 

Swaledale is revealed in all its glory. The descent towards Reeth village is 

technical – loose and rocky with some potential tyre-shredding angled 

rocks on the steepest part. Again I’m just trickling down in first gear, 

low-range. Some prefer to drive this lane uphill for the challenge, but  

I think downhill is favourite – not least for the majestic views.

Our next greenlane, which crosses Preston Moor, is less demanding. 

We turn right by the Bellerby military rifle range on to an undulating 

grouse moor gravel track. There are several different rights of way here 

– to serve the grouse shooting, which is taking place today to the south. 

We go west, stopping to view some more lead mine workings. 

Heading into Wensleydale, we pass the visitor attractions of the 

imposing Bolton Castle and picturesque Aysgarth Falls, before crossing 

the A684 towards West Burton. The start of the next UCR – called High 

Lane, but the sign says Wilton Steeps – is reached after turning left 

on to a narrow bridge. But the turn is so acute, it’s better to go past it 

to swing around at the next junction just down the road. The narrow, 

loose, rocky track climbs through trees along the edge of a valley, with 

LEAD MINES 
Back in the 18th and 

19th centuries, many of the 
moors we’re driving across were 

busy with lead mining. Extracting 
the ore-bearing rock was a tough, 
dangerous way to earn a living. 

Many of the sections of lead mine 
buildings still standing (below) 

were used for the lead 
smelting process.

BOLTON CASTLE
This imposing medieval castle in Wensleydale was 
built between 1379 and 1399 by Sir Richard le 
Scrope, who was King Richard II’s Lord Chancellor. 
It was damaged under seige during the English 
Civil War in the mid-17th century, but around a 
third of it is still intact – including the kitchens, 
dungeon, great chamber and the bedroom where 
Mary Queen of Scots stayed in 1568. Tickets cost 
£9 for adults visiting the castle, gardens and 
grounds, or £4.50 for the gardens only. There’s also 
a popular tea room. boltoncastle.co.uk

BREWERY TOUR
Masham (pronounced Mass-ham) boasts two 
renowned breweries – Theakstons and Black Sheep 
– both of which have visitor centres and brewery 
tours. You can see how the famous beers are 
brewed – and of course sample them on-site. Tours 
run at set times, so check with the websites for 
availability and making bookings. The Black Sheep 
visitor centre has a bar and cafe, while Theakstons 
has its own nearby pub and hotel in the town, the 
White Bear. theakstons.co.uk/visit 
blacksheepbrewery.com/visit-us/brewery-tours

BRIMHAM ROCKS
These breathtaking giant rock formations in the 
Nidderdale moorland have been sculpted over 
320 million years of movement of continents and 
exposure to ice, rain and wind. It’s a 50-acre Site of 
Special Scientific Interest that’s open for the public 
to explore or even clamber over. Parking costs 
£6, free to National Trust members. A kiosk sells 
drinks and snacks – and until November 30 there’s 
an exhibition of images taken at Brimham by 
photographer Joe Cornish. nationaltrust.org.uk

WHILE YOU'RE THERE
It’s not all about the dirt under the tyres – there  
are plenty of places to pop into on your journey.

Rocky, steep plunge 
down Fremington Edge 

Grid ref: NZ 044004

Remains of lead mining 
history in wild moorland 

Grid ref: SE 057930
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glorious views over Wensleydale to the left and the jagged limestone 

escarpment of Dove Scar to the right. Looping round to the east, the 

track continues climbing to almost 1000ft above sea level before 

levelling out and getting smoother as it goes through open country.

The macabre legend of Dead Man’s Hill
Our tour of the Dales continues into Coverdale on the Kettlewell road, 

before turning left on to the next greenlane, which runs alongside 

the macabre-sounding Dead Man’s Hill. There are a couple of theories 

about how it got its name. One is that a Scottish pedlar was murdered 

here in the 18th century. But the more complicated alternative is 

that three Scottish drovers, pockets full of money from the sale of 

their cattle, stayed at the pub in the long-since abandoned hamlet of 

Lodge, where they were robbed and murdered by the landlady and 

her daughter. One of the drovers had a dog, which wouldn’t leave the 

hillside where they were buried and the dastardly deed was discovered.

There are also two versions of the fate of Jenny and Tib Twigg. 

The first is that they were hanged for their crime. The second is that, 

because they were witches, the two rock towers that we’ll see on a 

lane tomorrow are their petrified remains. Which to believe…?

The loose track climbs up Arkleside Moor, with Coverdale providing 

a verdant, panoramic backdrop in the bright sunshine. It’s getting 

bleaker and wilder as we top 1570ft before descending to Scar House 

reservoir. The track is rougher on the way down, but it’s in reasonable 

condition compared to the boggy, undriveable mess it used to be 

before work was carried out by the likes of the Trail Riders’ Fellowship 

(TRF) and Green Lane Association (GLASS). Their action saved the road 

from permanent closure, for which we should all be grateful.

A clump of trees marks where Lodge was before being abandoned in 

the 1920s. From here the track continues to descend before swinging 

left to run parallel to the reservoir. We cross the narrow road over the 

233ft-high dam, which took 15 years to build before completion in 

1936. We turn right before going left up the next track, Moor Lane. 

It’s steep, loose and rocky, with the added jeopardy of some tight 

hairpins – so it’s into low range and centre diff lock engaged, with 

gentle throttle all the way up. Once at the top, do take time to stop and 

look back, because the view over the reservoir and beyond is majestic.

Time to set up camp
From here the track descends towards Middlesmoor and Lofthouse, 

where our LRO Adventure Trail turns left towards the next track, 

Wreaks Lane. However, it’s time to detour to our campsite, Ivy Bank, on 

the outskirts of Kirkby Malzeard. Russ and I have camped here before 

when doing a coast-to-coast trip last year, and love its rustic simplicity. 

We’re not fans of regimented sites that have campervans and caravans 

inches apart – much preferring Ivy Bank’s park-where-you-like 

approach. It’s almost like wild camping, but with good facilities.

We set up camp – me in the Alu-Cab, Russ in his ARB swag and 

photographer Bob in his North Face dome tent. It’s a warm evening 

and we sit and have a cold beer as darkness falls. Ironically, it’s probably 

warmer here than in Morocco now, and we’re out in T-shirts until late.

We get up the next morning to heavy mist, but it soon clears to reveal 

yet another cloudless blue sky. After a hearty breakfast of bacon and 

egg baps cooked by chef Russ, we’re on our way back to the start of 

Wreaks Lane. On the coast-to-coast trip we went straight across this 

wild, remote track through Grewelthorpe Moor. But after pausing to 

look across to the distant, weather-eroded twin rock stacks of Jenny 

and Tib Twigg, this time we take the second turning to the right, which 

drops us down across Fountains Earth Moor. This is a beautiful place, 

the grey crushed stone track cutting across moorland that nature has 

painted in a variety of colours – with beige, brown and green grasses 

swaying in the breeze, and vibrant splashes of purple heather.

The final greenlane, above Pateley Moor is a bit of an anti-climax after 

the mostly spectacular ones that we’re driven during this adventure. 

Running arrow-straight between drystone walls, with moorland to the 

left and cultivated land to the right, it’s… well, uneventful.

Emmerdale filming at Brimham Rocks
But there’s still a treat to come, because we’re heading south to the 

truly fantastic rock formations at Brimham Rocks. Spread over the 

Nidderdale moorland, the rocks are millstone grit that has eroded over 

millennia into dramatic shapes – some of them seemingly defying 

gravity. This area of Special Scientific Interest is free to enter, but there’s 

a £6 car parking charge if you’re not a National Trust member. On the 

day of our visit the site is crammed with TV production trucks – there’s 

an episode of the Yorkshire-based ITV soap Emmerdale being filmed 

here. The speculation is that a character was being killed off, maybe by 

falling from one of the rock towers.

And on that dramatic cliffhanger, if you’ll pardon the pun, that’s 

just about the end of what has been a superb instalment of the LRO 

Adventure Trail; there’s just the road drive now to the finish at Ripon. 

We’ve experienced some breathtaking Yorkshire Dales scenery, driven 

some top-class routes, had excellent weather throughout – and seen 

some camels. Who needs Morocco!

OS Landranger 98 & 99
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FINISH
Grid ref SE066771

LANE 6 THE ONE WITH THE MACABRE STORY l STEEP GRAVEL TRACK 

l ROCKY DESCENT l BIG VIEWS l RATING ★★★★
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LANE 7 THE ONE WITH THE ZIG-ZAG CLIMB l LOOSE ROCKY CLIMB 

l GREAT VIEWS OVER RESERVOIR AND DAM l RATING ★★★★

OS Landranger 92 & 98
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LANE 3 THE ONE WITH THE IMMENSE VIEWS l CROSSES WILD 

MOORLAND, THEN DOWN STEEP ROCKY TRACK l RATING ★★★★ 
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LANE 2 THE ONE WITH THE HAIRPIN TURN l TRICKY DESCENT, 

ROCKY FORD AND TECHNICALLY DEMANDING l RATING ★★★★

OUR PICK OF THE BEST LANES
Only got a limited amount of time? These are the best lanes of the trip, so are 
worth making a detour from tarmac to include. The full route is overleaf.

Loose, steep climb away 
from Scar House reservoir 

Grid ref: SE 067764

Breathtaking descent 
into Swaledale 

Grid ref: NZ 044006

Overnighting at the 
Ivy Bank campsite 

Grid ref: SE 233739

The arrow-straight last track of 
our trip, above Pateley Moor 

Grid ref: SE 200673
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GREENLANE CODE
Please follow these guidelines when driving byways or UCRs (unclassified county roads).

▼Only drive those greenlanes that have known vehicle rights. ▼Don’t ever be tempted to drive on restricted byways, 

bridleways or footpaths. ▼Avoid tracks that are badly rutted or sodden. ▼Don’t be tempted to stray off the defined track. 

 ▼Stay under 12mph and always stop for walkers or horses – switch engines off for the latter. ▼Don’t travel alone, but be  

sure to keep to a maximum of five vehicles (four on greenlanes within the Lake District and Peak District National Parks). 

 ▼Leave gates as you find them – they may have been left open on purpose. ▼Don’t damage trees or hedgerows, except for 

cutting back branches to allow you to drive the lane. ▼Take recovery gear and a spade, keep your mobile phone charged and 

carry paper maps. ▼Always take your litter back home. ▼Supervise dogs and children, especially when you’re passing near 

livestock. ▼Don’t drive waterways unless you’re certain of the right of way. Check the current isn’t too strong to cross safely.  

If you’re in any doubt, however slight, turn back – there will always be another way.

Start Scotch Corner 
services. Head along 

A66, then left at 
Smallways. Continue 
along Moor Lane  
then across Holgate 
Pasture to Helwith 
Tea Garden.

L A N E  1

NZ 075029-093012
Through short, rocky 
ford before climbing 
up to Skelton Moor. 
Easy gravel track. Big 
views. 1.9 miles 
★ ★ ★ ★

Turn left in Marske to 
loop back north 
across Marske Moor, 
then sharp left back 
to Holgate Pasture. 
Now go straight at 
crossroad to Holgate.

L A N E  2

NZ 067039-060034
Gnarly, rocky descent 
with hairpins to rocky 
ford. Very tight 
hairpin on steep climb 
out through trees, 
with angled rocks to 
traverse. Climbs to 
open moorland.  
0.6 mile ★ ★ ★ ★

Continue to Hurst, 
then left on to UCR.

L A N E  3

NZ 045023-0440024
Undulating gravel 
track running due 
south across the vast 
Marrick Moor, rocky  
in parts. Through 
narrow gateway in 
drystone wall, then a 
steep, technical rocky 
descent with immense 
views over Swaledale. 
1.1 miles ★ ★ ★ ★

Continue through 
Grinton, turning left 
towards Leyburn. 
Turn right on to UCR.

L A N E  4

SE 080938-045934
Undemanding gravel 
track across grouse 
moors, passing former 
lead mining workings. 
Variety of routes. 
2.8 miles ★ ★

Left on to Hargill Lane 
towards Castle 
Bolton. Head towards 
Aysgarth, crossing 
A684 to West Burton, 
turn sharp left at 
Burton Bridge on to 
UCR to Wilton Steeps.

L A N E  5

SE 021872-062876
Initially narrow gravel 
track climbs gradually 
through trees. Opens 
out, looping east 

between drystone 
walls, continuing to 
climb before levelling 
out towards end.
2.4 miles ★ ★ ★

Go south/south-east 
towards Melmerby, 
then right to Carlton, 
following the 
Kettlewell road. Turn 
left to Arkleside.

L A N E  6

SE 043804-066771
Gravel track zig-zags 
up Arkleside Moor to 
1580ft – big views. 
Loose rocks on steep 
descent towards Scar 
House reservoir. Past 
deserted hamlet, then 
undulating section 
due east parallel to 
the reservoir. 
3.4 miles ★ ★ ★ ★ 
Cross dam at end of 
Dead Man’s Hill track, 
then turn right 
alongside reservoir 
before turning sharp 
left on to next track 
just before gateway.

L A N E  7

SE 064766-091744
Steep, loose rocky 
climb zig-zagging up 
hillside, with tight 
hairpins. Climbs to 
1420ft before 
descending between 
drystone walls to 
Middlesmoor.
2.5 miles ★ ★ ★ ★

Turn left in the village, 
up the steep Trapping 
Hill, before turning 
right on to the next 
UCR, Wreaks Lane.

L A N E  8

SE 114750-158728
Take the second track 
on the right to cross 
Fountains Earth Moor, 
then left across Covil 
House Moor to Stops 
Bridge. Mostly easy 
gravel tracks. Huge 
panoramic vista.
3.9 miles ★ ★ ★ ★

Turn right three times, 
take Pateley Bridge 
road south, turn right 
after Skell Gill bridge, 
then turn left to UCR.

L A N E  9

SE 188681-209668 
Arrow-straight, dusty 
gravel track. Potholed 
towards end.  
1.25 miles ★ ★

Turn left at end then 
almost immediately 
right, which takes you 
to Brimham Rocks. 
Cross to B6165 to 
Ripley, then north-
east on A61 to Ripon.

▼Tread Lightly: treadlightly-uk.org ▼Green Lane Association: glass-uk.org ▼Greenlane routes: trailwise2.co.uk ▼Fords: wetroads.co.uk ▼Yorkshire tourist 
info and campsites: yorkshire.com, visityorkshire.co.uk, visittheyorkshiredales.co.uk ▼Brimham Rocks: nationaltrust.org.uk/brimham-rocks ▼Masham 
brewery tours: theakstons.co.uk, blacksheepbrewery.com ▼boltoncastle.co.uk ▼Ivy Bank camping: ivybankcampsite.co.uk. ▼ardventures.co.uk LRO

ROUTE IS ON OS LANDRANGER 92, 98 & 99

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW 
LRO’s greenlane rating takes into account 

length, scenery, terrain, driveability, local 

interest and the ‘wow’ factor.
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